Abstracti me penetrating underwater sound field due to an N-shaped sonic boom incident on a flat ocean surface is well described by existing theory. However, in realistic situations most of the waves that hit the surface are not perfect N waves but are distorted. In the present research, N waves are created that contain the same amount of energy as experimentally measured sonic booms produced by aticraft in the U.S. Air For@. Each signature is input to an algorithm presented by Sparrow and Ferguson' to calculate the respective underwater sound fields. Comparison of the underwater wave shapes and peak pressures with respect to depth show that waveform distortions at the surface can cause an increased penetration depth, dependent on the incident sonic boom.
INTRODUCTION
Steady and level supersonic fights under Mach 4.4 wdl produce sonic booms that impinge on the surface of the water at an angle grater than the critid angle. me incident wave is completely reflected off tie surface, but a penetrating evanescent wave wi~exist in the water that dmays exponentially with depth. Assuming a~L homogeneous ocean, Sawyersz and Cook3 &veloped andyticd expressions for the undewakr signatures from an incident N wave. It was shown that with increasing depth, he N wave becomes more rounded with shape and diminishes in amplitude, The work of Sawyers and Cook has been experirnentiy verified4'5and prove that sonic boom noise penetration into a flat ocean is theoretically well defined. Redisticdly, the sonic Wms that hit the surface of the water are of arbltr~shape. They wi~be dstofied either by aircraft maneuvers or atmospheric processes such as turbulence. Thus, an algorithm was developed by Sparrow and Ferguson6 which prdlcti the signatures for any arbitrary wavefom at any s~ified depth. me method irnplementi a discreti@ version of the results of Cwk and assumed the sigmm was incident on a Mt _ surface and the @raft was at asless than Mach 4.5. The results of the dgorih were verified with known tiytid solutions for an incident N wave. Good agreement was found betw~n the shapes and the theory of Sawyers.
From each arbitiy sha@ sonic boom, a corresponding N wave can be constructed that has the same energy content. Comparing the signatures from each case at fixed depths, tie influence of waveform distortion can be determined. If at greater depths the waveforms are =n to be eqti or s~ar, then the distortions are only of great concern near the surface of the water. However, if at grmter depths the wave shapes are differen~the distortion witl have an important bearing on sonic boom noise penetration into the ocean.
RESULTS
The waveforms chosen for analysis were experimentiy obtained F-15 and F-16 data. A corresponding N wave of equal Mach number was crtited for mch data set using the toti energy in the measured signatw7. For an F-15 roundd wave, an N wave was produced that had a peak pressure of %.6 Pa (2.0 pso and a duration of 0.1218 sands.
The N wave created from the energy contained in a F-16 U wave had a duration of 0.1058 seconds and a @Pressure of lg5.6 pa (4.1 PSO. Using the metiod described above, wave shapes and@ pressure values were found for both the experirnenti wave and qu~energy N wave at depths of 0,4, 16, and 64 meters below the water surface. The @pressures of the signatures were plotted against depth to see h effwt of the wavefom distortion, An important point to notice concerning dl signatures examined is the decay rate with respect to depth.. From examining plots of@ pressure with respect to depth, it is seen that for tie F-15 case in Fig. 1 , the distortion has a sign~lcant i~uence on the dewy rate of the @ pressure values. At a depth of 64 meters, an F-15 rounded sonic boom has a peak pressu~that is 23 percent larger than the eqti energy N wave. In contras~the waveform distortion in an incident F-16 U wave, Fig. 2 , has a lesser impact, At 64 memrs below the surface, the peak pressure of the experiment U wave is only 4 percent larger than the corresponding equal energy N wave. These resulw suggests that the waveform distordons m cause a slightiy higher penetration depth of sonic boom noise into the ocm. However, the magnitude of the effect is dependent on the incident signature. me views and mnclttsions containd herein are those of the authors and should not be inte~reted as rt~s@y represendng tie officti poticies or endorsements, either expressed or irnptie~of the Armstrong hbomtory Noise Effecw Branch or the US Government.
